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Date:  July 22, 2012 

To:  Research Group 

From:  Tim Xeriland 

Subject: Coding qualitative data... 

 

 

Description 

Social media has grown dramatically in the past few years.  It was of interest to see in what ways 

students were using Twitter to interact when face-to-face interaction was limited or not available.  This 

qualitative analysis examined work for a doctoral-level course in education.  One of the objectives of 

the course was for students to learn about social media.  To aid in this the 16 students in the class were 

to do some of their communicating on Twitter.  Students were given instructions on the basics of 

Twitter: how to create a Twitter account, how to send tweets (Twitter messages), how to use hashtags 

(clickable keywords within tweets) and @ replies (replies to other users).  A class project was for each 

student to post tweets daily using a course hash tag over seven weeks. 

 

Using Twitter gave first hand experience with social media, but it was hoped an additional benefit 

would be to allow for student engagement and interaction in learning the material.  To encourage this, 

the following guidelines were given for the project: 

o Post at least two tweets each day for the duration of the course 

o Identify at least 25 people/accounts beyond our class to follow on Twitter to help you learn about 

your research interest area and communicating via social media. 

o At least one tweet a day should be an RT (re-tweet) or @mention or a critique 

o "Star" the tweets in your own feed you think are worth highlighting, making them "favorites" 

o At least two tweets a day should use the hashtag for our course: #MSUepet (MSU EPET course) so 

we can all follow your tweet 

o Finally, here are some quick tips for Twitter Newbies and veterans alike 

10 Must Learn Lessons for Twitter Newbies 

http://www.mediabistro.com/alltwitter/10-lessons-twitter-newbies_b10079  

 

This course was classified as a hybrid, meaning it met online and face-to-face.  The class met face-to-

face for two weeks on campus and the rest of the time it was strictly online.   Because there was an my 

interest in using social media to communicate when face-to-face was not an option, the tweets 

examined were those when the course did not meet on campus.  During this time the course options for 

peer-to-peer communication were course discussion forums on Angel and Twitter.  Over a period of 

eight days tweets using the course hashtag were analyzed.  It was observed that tThere was were 256 

tweets via the Twitter account.  For this analysis each of those tweets was placed into one or more of 

these categories: replies to class members, replies to others outside the class, hyperlinks, manual 

retweets, text only, media (photos or video), and not relevant to course content. 

 
 

Report 

To start I reviewed the tweets, circling, highlighting, and underlining, significant portions of the 

postings.  This pre-coding, or as Creswell (2004) calls it, “preliminary exploratory analysis,” helped me 

to segment the tweets to form broad themes in the data ( p. 250).  From this work I developed 

categories of tweets.  These categories are: 

1) Replies to other class members:  This was tweets using the @ that were used specifically to 

Comment [RTP1]: Tim, 

Nice analysis.  Since you wrote your memo 

fairly formally—as though potentially for part 

of a research report—I made a few comments 

on your writing.  

Ralph 

 

Grade: 4.0 

Comment [RTP2]: Too much passive 

voice. An alternative would be: “Because the 

focus of this research was on using. . . “ 



reply to other class members. 

2) Replies to others outside the class:  This was tweets using the @ that replied to other subscribed 

members of Twitter not in the actual class. 

3) Hyperlinks:  This was for tweets that included hyperlinks to other sites on the Internet besides 

Twitter. 

4) Manual retweets:  This is when students in the class quoted some else's tweet.  Standard 

retweets did not appear in the timeline while manual reweets did and they had the benefit of 

appending a users own comments to them.  

5) Text-only: This category of tweet was simply text with no @replies or hyperlinks.  They could 

be a maximum of 140 characters.  

6) Media: These tweets contained an image and/or a video. 

 

In the table below are the list of categories developed along with actual examples of responses that fit 

each theme. 

 

Categories Example of Participant Responses 

Replies to other class members @XXXXX That was a social media issue I hadn't considered 

Replies to other outside of class @XXXXX Here's my motivational video: youtu.be/iUgNRu 

Links Social media is more addictive than alcohol http://huff.toLRwaYH 

Manual retweets MRT: The social network for educators http://buff.ly/PgqN8B 

Text only Anyone know when the class readings are going up? 

Not relevant to class  Love telling my girls about my shenanigans 

Media (photos & video) One room school house pre-twitter (image attached) 

 

  

After each tweet was coded and placed in a category these statistics were found: 

 

Categories NumbersFre

quency 

Percentage 

Replies to other class members 54 21% 

Replies to other outside of class 92 36% 

Links 134 52% 

Manual retweets 12 5% 

Text only 10 4% 

Not relevant to class  44 17% 

Media (photos & video) 8 3% 

Tweets could be counted more than once and therefore the total adds to more than 100% 

 

 

 
Discuss 

An examination of these tweets reveals some of the ways that students were engaging via Twitter.  

First, the tweets that included links made up the majority of the interactions.  These tweets did not 

show much originality and often the tweet was just the title of the page it was linking to along with the 

URL.  Since one of the main factors of interest was how the students were using this Twitter to 

communicate, it was observed that only 7% of the replies to others in the class were to this hyperlink 



category.  A surprise was there were nearly double the amount of responses to people outside of the 

class as there was to those in the class.  One interesting finding was that while there were only ten 

tweets that were text-only, 100% of them had one or more replies from fellow students.  The 

observation was that these text-only tweets were either original thoughts or asking a specific question.  

This made communication much more natural and more likely to happen for text-only tweets.  While 

posting a link to another site is not very original and often it required reading a large article before a 

thoughtful reply could be given.  It is believed that this makes hyperlink tweets  less likely to get a 

response.  Finding a way to limit the number of hyperlink tweets and increase the number of text-only 

tweets could increase the interaction of the students in the class. 

 

Originally, I was interested in further categorizing tweets to include those that moved the discussion 

beyond class parameters.  To show this was indeed happening would demonstrate a significant benefit 

to using social media in this environment.  During the process of this categorization I went back to look 

over my work.  What I realized was, I was no longer sure if I had classified a particular tweet as falling 

into the category or not.  I eventually abandoned the attempt because there did not seem to be reliability 

even with my own judgment, let alone agreeing with someone else. 

 

After engaging in this project, the area of most interest to me is reliability in the process.  Not just inter-

rater reliability, but reliability by the same person.  I found if the categories are not clearly defined or 

carefully demarcated then it is possible that the same person could come back to the coding task at 

another time and have differences.  I have not seen this kind of test reported in studies before but it 

would definitely give insight into how clear the categories are outlined.  Also, I understand that the 

inter-rater reliability is using some kind of correlation between raters' responses, but I am not sure of 

the proper statistical test to run that would be considered acceptable in research.  Given my job, 

instructional designer, it is entirely possible that I could be asked to perform this kind of coding.  

Having a separate rater that can help to support reliability seems essential to interpreting how much 

weight the analysis should be given and learning the logistics of this would be my next stop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comment [RTP3]: Yes, this is an 

important issue.   

Comment [RTP4]: See the interrater 

reliability resource room in our class wiki 
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April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Check out 7 iPad alternatives, 3 of which desighed for schools http://buff.ly/PC6DpT #MSUepet 

#edtech #edchat 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

8 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @mollyfrendo @Mr_Groff ▸ 
http://buff.ly/LoR6mm 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

8 Jul Angie Johnson  @angkjohns  

Yes pragmatism! RT @epaynemls: RT @AuntyTech: Letting Go of Boolean Operators: Rethinkng 

How Rsrch Is Taught http://bit.ly/KRbLPi #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

8 Jul Angie Johnson  @angkjohns  

Attn MS tchrs RT @Larryferlazzo: Prof. J Heckman-Adolescence Is Key Time To Teach Self-Control; 

Perseverance http://bit.ly/MONJKK #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  



8 Jul Angie Johnson  @angkjohns  

RT @timbuckteeth: RT @symphily: Considering the industrialization of learning - http://ow.ly/c5KxN 

#MSUepet 
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

8 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @mollyfrendo @Mr_Groff ▸ 
http://paper.li/AprilJNiemela/1338051947 
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• FavoritedFavorite  

8 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Anyone know when the readings are going up? #MSUepet 
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• FavoritedFavorite  

8 Jul Molly Frendo  @mollyfrendo  

“@krausecenter: Study Finds Benefits In Use of iPad As Educational Tool #edtech #education 

http://bit.ly/RG1tq1” #MSUepet 
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

7 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @jwicksmidmich @AprilJNiemela ▸ 
http://buff.ly/LoR6mm 
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7 Jul The Teaching Place  @teachingplace  

What's up with all the Huffington Post links on #MSUepet? You would think that everyone in 

education was liberal or something! 
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7 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @jwicksmidmich @AprilJNiemela ▸ 
http://paper.li/AprilJNiemela/1338051947 
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• Delete  
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7 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Students who are autistic make music together using iPads http://buff.ly/PsrmfK #MSUepet #edtech 

#edchat 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

7 Jul Molly Frendo  @mollyfrendo  

Seriously steamy pool read. Ow! Ow! #MSUepet http://pic.twitter.com/GXoH5fEk 
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• Delete  
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7 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

This is exciting: Online courses allow rural district to offer more gifted options http://buff.ly/RvCHc5 

#MSUepet #edtech 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

R fam/friend/prof personas so different? Not me. Weird? @cyborgology Fbook & feeling safe: 

http://bit.ly/RsK1Fq #MSUepet 
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• Reply  
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

I pride self on making students uneasy - @MindShiftKQED: Emotions Have 2 Do w/ Learning? | 

http://blogs.kqed.org/mindshift/2012/07/what-do-emotions-have-to-do-with-learning/ #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

Net Isn't Going to End College - The Atlantic http://bit.ly/N5obog #MSUepet Me thinks 

@jhweissmann set scope 2 narrow... 
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• Delete  
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6 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Intriguing: where are the lawyers? Fla. district considers using social media to communicate 

http://buff.ly/RvCrKf #MSUepet 
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• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @csloan @angkjohns ▸ 
http://buff.ly/LoR6mm 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

"Life shrinks or expands in proportion to one's courage." --Anaïs Nin #quote #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul Molly Frendo  @mollyfrendo  

. @Bedellk and @mollyfrendo. #LitReview #OUT #MSUepet !!! 
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• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @AndreaZellner @chrisgreenhow 

@clfahnoe▸ http://buff.ly/LoR6mm 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  



6 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

.@teachingplace Clinically or dysthymically? Cycle-overbook 2 fill & avoid depression & being 

overbooked & filled makes depressed. #MSUepet 

View conversation Hide conversation  

• Reply  
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Yes? RT @T_LaRue: Very Pinteresting! The hot social network is taking educators by storm 

http://buff.ly/PgqN8B via @ShiftTheDigital #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul clfahnoe  @clfahnoe  

Can anyone give a quick example of their toolkit activity for 991? #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @csloan @angkjohns ▸ 
http://paper.li/AprilJNiemela/1338051947 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul The Teaching Place  @teachingplace  

Just read that sadness actually increases persistence and drives us to work harder. Is everyone in 

#MSUepet depressed? 



Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul Sara Jones  @SaJo121  

Things I learned from #MSUEPET: a morning dance party starts the day so much better... channeling 

that energy! 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul Andrea Zellner  @AndreaZellner  

#MSUepet RT @thesiswhisperer: How much invisible work is there in doing a #PhD? 

http://buff.ly/Pj0nBY #phdchat #phdadvice 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

6 Jul Molly Frendo  @mollyfrendo  

Up putting some final touches on our lit review before I start work for the day. #soclose #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Interesting article that makes sense - worth the read! #MSUepet RT @HarvardBiz - Managing Your 

Boss http://buff.ly/Pgpxm5 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  



5 Jul Molly Frendo  @mollyfrendo  

@matthewkoehler asked for motivational interviews to share with the newbie #MSUepet students. 

Here's mine: http://youtu.be/iUgNRu4_hFE. Enjoy! 

View video Hide video  
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Molly Frendo  @mollyfrendo  

Love telling my girls @AndreaZellner and @BedellK about my shenanigans, if only to hear them gasp 

and then laugh with me. #hugs #MSUepet 
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• Delete  
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5 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Focus on Synergy of Win-Win RT @HarvardBiz - Managing Your Boss - Harvard Business Review: 

http://buff.ly/PgemtF #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Kevin Lawrence  @kalawrence9  

Kevin Costner is going to be in town next week. Looks like my Kevin klout influence is going to 

plummet in this geographic area. #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Molly Frendo  @mollyfrendo  

@angkjohns Um... I totally bought that book while we were on campus and didn't even remember. 

#AmazonAddict #MSUepet #duh 
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5 Jul Benjamin Gleason  @BWGleason  

“@markwarschauer: Educational Technology & Digital Media Use in Calif Teacher Prep Programs: A 

Status Report http://ccst.us/publications/2012/061812teacher_prep_draft.pdf” #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul The Teaching Place  @teachingplace  

On #MSUepet site it shows two grad students playing with toy dinosaurs. Can I phrase it to look like 

my degree will not be in education? 
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• Reply  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Angie Johnson  @angkjohns  

How to write a lot @mollyfrendo Reading book by Paul Silvia w/ this title. All about a schedule and 

#noexcuses #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

Spread this word, too, for midmich types: Marketing/Web Intern - http://bit.ly/Pla4kJ #MSUepet 

#graphicdesign #webdesign 

Expand Collapse  
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• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  



5 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

Spread the word for those in midmich: #InstructionalDesign Assistant/Intern - http://bit.ly/NEiegE 

#MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  

• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

How to write a lot - @mollyfrendo Try http://750words.com/ for tracking and inspiration #MSUepet 

#giterdone #practicum 
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5 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

.@mollyfrendo @chrisgreenhow I sometimes dictate my writing, email it to myself, & re-work it in a 

text editor. #MSUepet 
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5 Jul Molly Frendo  @mollyfrendo  

I'm going to take @chrisgreenhow's advice once classes wrap up and shoot for a minimum of 500 

words/day. #MSUepet #practicum #giterdone 
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Sandra Sawaya  @sandrasawaya  

RT @SimplyZesty: Study shows a Facebook post has a shelf life of 18 hours http://bit.ly/OadOzh #in 

#MSUepet 
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• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Angie Johnson  @angkjohns  

RT @liupalmerschool: My latest article for @tweetMETRO on getting the most out of LinkedIn 

http://tinyurl.com/768a84j #MSUepet 
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Sandra Sawaya  @sandrasawaya  

RT @the99percent: Can getting angry make u more creative? Nw rsrch&tips 2 boost ur creativity and 

happiness: http://on.be.net/IkzEk3 #MSUepet 
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• Delete  
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5 Jul Sandra Sawaya  @sandrasawaya  

RT @HuffPostTech: Social media is possibly more addictive than alcohol http://huff.to/LRwaYH 

#MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

To Study Digital Intelligence: Iterate social analytics by @joestanhope @forrester 

http://on.mash.to/KSZGJj #MSUepet 
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• Delete  



• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Chris Sloan  @csloan  

Relating to @JohnKeilman "Power Outages Zap Sanity" http://trib.in/MVZ9L1 not in 6th stage yet 

though #MSUepet 
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5 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @AndreaZellner @chrisgreenhow 

@clfahnoe▸ http://paper.li/AprilJNiemela/1338051947 

Expand Collapse  
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

To Study Digital Intelligence:Track varied online interactions @mashable @forrester 

http://on.mash.to/KSZGJj #MSUepet 

Expand Collapse  
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• Delete  
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5 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

To Study Digital Intelligence: Develop Key Team @joestanhope @mashable http://on.mash.to/KSZGJj 

#socialscholar #MSUepet 
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5 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  



Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @teachingplace @greg_heiberger 

@angkjohns ▸ http://buff.ly/LoR6mm 

Expand Collapse  
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

To Study Digital Intelligence: Manage Big Data @joestanhope @mashable http://on.mash.to/KSZGJj 

#socialscholar #MSUepet 
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5 Jul LearningForYou  @learningfy  

RT @chrisgreenhow Men More Networked on @LinkedIn @Reddit via @mashable 

http://on.mash.to/NkLs63 #MSUepet #edtech #socialscholar #edchat 
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5 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

Men More Networked on @LinkedIn @Reddit via @mashable http://on.mash.to/NkLs63 #MSUepet 

#edtech #socialscholar #edchat 

Expand Collapse  
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

Women Dominate @Facebook @Twitter @Zynga via @mashable http://on.mash.to/NkLs63 

#MSUepet #edtech #socialscholar #edchat 

Expand Collapse  

• Reply  



• RetweetedRetweet  

• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

University seeks #1 in social media @UMich http://socialmedia.umich.edu/ vs @MSU 

http://bit.ly/PikPUN #MSUepet 
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• Delete  

• FavoritedFavorite  

5 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

Reasons to Embrace Twitter Lurkers by @TedRubin @mashable http://on.mash.to/O3EgKU 

#MSUepet #edresearch #socialscholar 
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5 Jul Angelina Zeller  @AngelinaZeller  

Great real life use of tech skills...App Creation Inspires Student Entrepreneurs http://ow.ly/c1Xhz 

#edtech #msuepet 
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5 Jul Andrea Zellner  @AndreaZellner  

#MSUepet RT @TheJLV: So @DTWillingham rebuts that popular Sir Ken Robinson video. Dan's 

work around this is top-notch. http://is.gd/SqMsgi 
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5 Jul Andrea Zellner  @AndreaZellner  

#MSUepet RT @insidehighered: Women sociologists w/ children are more likely than those w/o kids to 

have tenured jobs: http://bit.ly/M74prG 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Part 2: T. gondii parasite? Men = lower IQs and shorter attention spans #MSUepet 

http://www.bodyandsoul.com.au/health+healing/news+features/increased+suicide+risk+for+female+ca

t+ownersr,18543 via @bodyandsoul_au 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

T. gondii parasite? Infected women = more outgoing, promiscuous and attractive to men 

http://www.bodyandsoul.com.au/health+healing/news+features/increased+suicide+risk+for+female+ca

t+ownersr,18543 #MSUepet 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Upon reflection of my sojourn on-campus, I'm pretty sure that #MSUepet mosquitoes all died of 

heatstroke. #blessingindisguise 
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4 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  



.@apriljniemela Wow, that was one #SocialMedia issue I hadn't even considered yet! #Dissection 

#MSUepet 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Activists seek removal of students' cat dissection photos on Facebook. Students are counseled & 

disciplined http://buff.ly/P7Zq0p #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Andrea Zellner  @AndreaZellner  

Check this out, #MSUepet: Visualization: Where the World's Tweets Come From, Visualized - 

@Gizmodo http://gizmodo.com/5923450/where-the-worlds-tweets-come-from-visualized 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

.@jwicksmidmich but yeah - we should plan an #MSUepet trip that encompasses where each of us live. 

@colinaterry lives in CO :) 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

.@jwicksmidmich ha! Embedded qualitative #MSUepet researchers, framing display of power & 

inequity in discourse choice w/ AwesomeSauce lens 
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4 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

.@apriljniemela Yes, bc they're my family members in the photos. Wait, maybe that doesn't make 

exempt... #MSUepet #PhD 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

.@jwicksmidmich If we take a pic of those who choose to wear/buy do we still qualify for exempt 

status? #MSUepet #PhD 
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4 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

U got 2 have friends! RT @darlin: Gadgetwise: After 14 Years, #Furby Has Returned 

http://nyti.ms/Pdx4Sx #MSUepet @Hasbro 
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4 Jul Jessica Wicks  @jwicksmidmich  

.@apriljniemela YES! Why can't we research stuff like that?? #FunTimesTen #MSUepet #PhD 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Considering discourse analysis #research project examining text found on truckstop t-shirts. Care to 

join? #PhD #MSUepet 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Students who took online course knew more algebra at end of 8th grade than students who took usual 

curriculum http://buff.ly/LPLLUg #MSUepet 
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4 Jul clfahnoe  @clfahnoe  

"We all have so much to learn from our students." http://bit.ly/NXtHsE An attack on terrible cliches via 

@GaryStager #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Mike Kitsko  @MKitsko  

My daughter informed me that I have chocolate & white hair! #Msuepet 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @teachingplace @greg_heiberger 

@angkjohns ▸ http://paper.li/AprilJNiemela/1338051947 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Vermont is 17th state to go #P21 http://buff.ly/R5Bubf #MSUepet #edtech #edchat 
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4 Jul Mike Kitsko  @MKitsko  

#Msuepet one room school house! Pre twitter! http://pic.twitter.com/s40mvAX4 
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4 Jul Mike Kitsko  @MKitsko  

#msuepet thought of those who are public school teachers. Thanks! http://pic.twitter.com/D2Hc5tai 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

9. Check frustration. 9 Fireworks Phone Photo Tips @mashable http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG #july4th 

#bostonjuly4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

8. Add effects later. Don’t take pictures inside @instagram. Fireworks Phone Photo Tips 

http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG #july4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

7. Choose portrait or landscape angle - Fireworks Phone Photo Tips @mashable 

http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG #july4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Technology may serve the great good after all! :) #MSUepet http://buff.ly/P2XRzL 
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4 Jul The Teaching Place  @teachingplace  

I will give you one guess who the very first person I followed on Twitter was: 

http://tweettunnel.com/firstfg2.php?id=438829747 #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

6. Get Fast Camera App for Phone http://bit.ly/KSYyFC - Fireworks Tips http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG 

#july4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

5.Get Slow Shutter Camera App for Phone http://bit.ly/LRLFvc - Fireworks Tips 

http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG #july4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

4. Empty Memory. 9 Tips for Great Fireworks Photos w/ a Phone by @mashable 

http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG #july4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

3. Turn Flash Off. 9 Tips for Great Fireworks Photos w/ a Phone by @mashable 

http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG #july4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Angie Johnson  @angkjohns  

Losing #li 4 crossposts: RT @gwynethjones: RT @accordin2jo: Twitter Tightens Up its Brand: 

http://newsy.com/14194 #MSUepet 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

@AndreaZellner @shareski I've been wondering this exact thing -- hasn't it traditionally been flipped? 

#MSUepet 
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4 Jul April Niemela  @AprilJNiemela  

Read The Unofficial #MSUepet Daily ▸ today's top stories via @clfahnoe @BWGleason & 

@angkjohns http://buff.ly/MTBcmm 
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4 Jul Angie Johnson  @angkjohns  

RT @NMHS_Principal: 12 Twitter Tools Every Educators Must Know about http://zite.to/O2tMeC 

#MSUepet 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

2. Bolster the camera. Tips for Fireworks Photos w/ a Phone by @mashable http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG 

#july4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Leigh Graves Wolf  @gravesle  

@AndreaZellner remember all those great "getting into twitter" tweets you sent to #MSUepet a while 



back? did you aggregate those? #maety2 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

1. Pick a good & clear location. Tips for Fireworks Photos w/ Phone @mashable 

http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG #july4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Chris Sloan  @csloan  

July 4 festivities cancelled in @cityofwheaton due to state of emergency #MSUepet #ugh 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

9 Tips for Great Fireworks Photos w/ a Phone by @ninafrazier @mashable http://on.mash.to/P6SEqG 

#july4th #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Mike Kitsko  @MKitsko  

#MSUepet Happy 4th! 
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4 Jul Benjamin Gleason  @BWGleason  

“@Storyful: New media versus old: Mexico and so-called SM elections http://stryfl.com/vl1 

#yosoy132 #amlonorespetaelvoto #mexico” #MSUepet 
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4 Jul Andrea Zellner  @AndreaZellner  

#MSUepet #creepy RT @betajames: Big e-reader is watching you 

http://m.guardian.co.uk/books/2012/jul/04/big-ereader-is-watching-you?cat=books&type=article 
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4 Jul Christine Greenhow  @chrisgreenhow  

RT @angkjohns: Twitter a grade booster or sinker? http://bit.ly/ky4P4K #MSUepet 

 


